Abstract. We consider the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) and dynamical equations, both differential and difference, in the context of the (gl k , gl n ) duality. We show that the KZ and dynamical equations naturally exchange under the duality.
Introduction
The Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equations is a holonomic system of differential equations for correlation functions in conformal field theory on the sphere. They play an important role in representation theory of affine Lie algebras and quantum groups. The difference analogue of the KZ equations is called the quantized Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (qKZ) equations.
There are rational, trigonometric and elliptic versions of KZ and qKZ equations, depending on what kind of coefficient functions the equations have. In this paper we consider the rational and trigonometric versions.
In [FMTV] we discovered another holonomic system of differential equations with rational coefficients, which is compatible with an extension of the rational KZ equations by an element of the Cartan subalgebra. We call the new equations the rational dynamical differential (DD) equations. The difference analogue of the DD equations was constructed in [TV1] and called the rational difference dynamical (qDD) equations. The rational qDD equations are compatible with the trigonometric KZ equations.
Around 1995 for a simple Lie algebra g De Concini and Procesi introduced a U (g) valued connection on the set of regular elements of the Cartan subalgebra of g [CP] . They conjectured that the monodromy of the connection is described in terms of the corresponding quantum Weyl group. In the recent work of Toledano -Laredo this conjecture is proved for g = sl n [TL] .
When the work [FMTV] had been written, P. Etingof told us about the De ConciniProcesi connection and indicated that their connection is a special case of our DD equations.
Basic notation
Let n be a nonnegative integer. A partition λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . ) with at most k parts is an infinite nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers such that λ k+1 = 0 . Denote by P k the set of partitions with at most k parts and by P the set of all partitions. We often make use of the embedding P k → C k given by truncating the zero tail of a partition: (λ 1 , . . . , λ k , 0 , 0 , . . . ) → (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) . Since obviously P m ⊂ P k for m k , in fact, we have a collection of embeddings P m → C k for any m k . What particular embedding is used will be clear from the context. Let e ab , a, b = 1, . . . , k , be the standard basis of the Lie algebra gl k : [e ab , e cd ] = δ bc e ad − δ ad e cb . We take the Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ gl k spanned by e 11 , . . . , e kk , and the nilpotent subalgebras n + and n − spanned by the elements e ab for a < b and a > b , respectively. We have the standard Gauss decomposition gl k = n + ⊕ h ⊕ n − .
Let ε 1 , . . . , ε k be the basis of h * dual to e 11 , . . . , e kk : ε a , e bb = δ ab . We identify h * with C k mapping λ 1 ε 1 + . . . + λ k ε k to (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) . The root vectors of gl k are e ab for a = b , the corresponding root being equal to α ab = ε a − ε b . The roots α ab for a < b are positive. The simple roots are α 1 , . . . , α k−1 : α a = ε a − ε a+1 . Denote by ρ a half-sum of positive roots.
We choose the standard invariant bilinear form ( , ) on gl k : (e ab , e cd ) = δ ad δ bc . It defines an isomorphism h → h * . The induced bilinear form on h * is (ε a , ε b ) = δ ab . The element h = e 11 + . . . + e kk ∈ h is central in gl k . We identify the Lie algebra sl k with the Lie subalgebra of gl k orthogonal to h . Then gl k = sl k ⊕ Ch .
For a gl k -module W and a weight λ ∈ h * let W [λ] be the weight subspace of W of weight λ .
For any λ ∈ P k we denote by V λ the irreducible gl k -module with highest weight λ . By abuse of notation, for any l ∈ Z 0 we write V l instead of V (l,0,...,0) . Thus, V 0 = C is the trivial gl k -module, V 1 = C k with the natural action of gl k , and V l is the l-th symmetric power of V 1 .
e ab e ba is central in U (gl k ) . In the irreducible gl k -module V λ it acts as multiplication by (λ , λ + 2ρ) .
Define a gl k -action on the polynomial ring C[x 1 , . . . , x k ] by differential operators: e ab → x a ∂ b , where ∂ b = ∂/∂x b , and denote the obtained gl k -module by V • . Then
the submodule V l being spanned by homogeneous polynomials of degree l . The highest weight vector of the submodule V l is x l 1 .
Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov and differential dynamical operators
given by the n-fold coproduct, that is,
e ab ⊗ e ba be the Casimir tensor, and let Ω 0 = 1 2 k a=1 e aa ⊗ e aa ,
Fix a nonzero complex number κ . Consider differential operators ∇ z 1 , . . . , ∇ z n and ∇ z 1 , . . . , ∇ z n with coefficients in U (gl k ) ⊗n depending on complex variables z 1 , . . . , z n and λ 1 , . . . , λ k :
The following statements are well known.
Theorem 2.1. The operators ∇ z 1 , . . . , ∇ z n pairwise commute.
Theorem 2.2. The operators ∇ z 1 , . . . , ∇ z n pairwise commute.
The rational KZ equations is a system of differential equations
for a function u(z 1 , . . . , z n ; λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) taking values in an n-fold tensor product of gl k -modules. The trigonometric KZ equations is a system of differential equations
⊗n depending on complex variables z 1 , . . . , z n and λ 1 , . . . , λ k :
(e ab e ba − e aa ) .
Recall that
The statement follows from the same result for the sl k case in [FMTV] .
Later we will formulate analogues of Theorem 2.3 for the trigonometric KZ operators and for the trigonometric DD operators. They involve difference dynamical operators and difference (quantized) Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov operators.
The rational DD equations is a system of differential equations
for a function u(z 1 , . . . , z n ; λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) taking values in an n-fold tensor product of gl k -modules. The trigonometric DD equations is a system of differential equations
Rational difference dynamical operators
For any a , b = 1, . . . , k , a = b , introduce a series B ab (t) depending on a complex variable t :
.
The series has a well-defined action in any finite-dimensional gl k -module W , giving an End (W )-valued rational function of t . These series have zero weight:
satisfy the inversion relation:
and the braid relation
Remark. In notation of [TV1] the series B ab (t) equals p(t − 1; e aa − e bb , e ab , e ba ) . The properties of B ab (t) follow from the properties of functions B w (λ) in the sl k case, see [TV1, Section 2.6].
Remark. The series B ab (t) first appeared in the definition of the extremal cocycle in [Zh2] .
Consider the products X 1 , . . . , X k depending on complex variables z 1 , . . . , z n and λ 1 , . . . , λ k :
Denote by T u a difference operator acting on a function f (u) by
Introduce difference operators Q λ 1 , . . . , Q λ k :
We call these operators the (rational) difference dynamical (qDD ) operators.
Theorem 3.1. The operators ∇ z 1 , . . . , ∇ z n , Q λ 1 , . . . , Q λ k pairwise commute.
The statement follows from the same result for the sl k case in [TV1] .
In more conventional form the equalities [ ∇ z i , Q λ a ] = 0 and [Q λ a , Q λ b ] = 0 respectively look like:
The rational qDD equations is a system of difference equations
for a function u(z 1 , . . . , z n ; λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) taking values in an n-fold tensor product of gl k -modules.
Rational difference Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov operators
Consider the Yangian Y (gl k ) . The algebra U (gl k ) is embedded in Y (gl k ) as a Hopf sublagebra, and we identify U (gl k ) with the image of this embedding.
There is an algebra homomorphism ev :
The evaluation homomorphism is not a homomorphism of Hopf algebras.
The Yangian Y (gl k ) has a distinguished one-parametric family of automorphisms ρ u depending on a complex parameter u . For any gl k -module W we denote by W (u) the pullback of W through the homomorphism ev • ρ u . Yangian modules of this form are called evaluation modules.
For any finite-dimensional irreducible gl k -modules V , W the tensor products V (t)⊗ W (u) and W (u)⊗V (t) are isomorphic irreducible Y (gl k )-modules, provided t−u ∈ Z . The intertwiner can be taken of the form P V W R V W (t − u) where P V W : V ⊗ W → W ⊗V is the flip map: P V W : v ⊗w → w ⊗v , and R V W (t) is a rational End (V ⊗ W ) valued function, called the rational R-matrix for the tensor product V ⊗ W .
We describe below the R-matrix R V W (t) in terms of the gl k actions in V and W . Let v and w be the respective highest weight vectors. The R-matrix R V W (t) is uniquely determined by the gl k -invariance,
e ac ⊗ e cb = t e ab ⊗ 1 + k c=1 e cb ⊗ e ac R V W (t) , and the normalization condition
The introduced R-matrices obey the inversion relation
where R
W V = P W V R W V P V W , and the Yang-Baxter equation
The aforementioned facts on the Yangian Y (gl k ) are well known; for example, see [MNO] .
Consider the gl k -module V • , and let v l = x l 1 be the highest weight vector of the irreducible component V l ⊂ V • . We define the R-matrix R V • V • (t) as a direct sum of the R-matrices R V l V m (t) :
obeys both the inversion relation and the Yang-Baxter equation.
Consider the products K 1 , . . . , K n depending on complex variables z 1 , . . . , z n and λ 1 , . . . , λ k :
acting in an n-fold tensor product W 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ W n of gl k -modules. Here z ij = z i − z j , and
Introduce difference operators Z z 1 , . . . , Z z n :
We call these operators the (rational) quantized Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (qKZ ) operators.
Theorem 4.1. [FR] The operators Z z 1 , . . . , Z z n pairwise commute.
The last theorem extends Theorems 2.4 and 4.1.
In more conventional form the equalities [Z z i , Z z j ] = 0 and [Z z i , D λ a ] = 0 respectively look like:
The rational qKZ equations is a system of difference equations
(gl k , gl n ) duality
In what follows we are going to consider the Lie algebras gl k and gl n simultaneously. In order to distinguish generators, modules, etc., we will indicated the dependence on k and n explicitly, for example, e k ab , V n λ . Consider the polynomial ring P kn = C[x 11 , . . . , x k1 , . . . , x 1n , . . . , x kn ] of kn variables. We define a gl k -action on P kn by
where ∂ bi = ∂/∂x bi , and we define a gl n -action on P kn by
There are two natural isomorphisms of vector spaces:
We have a simple proposition. It is easy to see that the actions (5.1) and (5.2) commute with each other, thus making P kn into a module over the direct sum gl k ⊕ gl n . The following theorem is well known, e.g. see [H] .
Theorem 5.2. The gl k ⊕ gl n module P kn has the decomposition
Denote by P kn [λ , µ] ⊂ P kn the span of all monomials 
, and the space P kn [λ , µ] .
In what follows we will need another description of the above mentioned isomorphisms. It is given below.
For an indeterminate y and a nonnegative integer s we define the divided powers 
Lemma 5.5. A basis of the weight subspace (V
ai . Define isomorphisms of vector spaces: The proof is straightforward.
Consider the action of KZ, qKZ, DD and qDD operators for the Lie algebras gl k and gl n on P kn -valued functions of z 1 , . . . , z n and λ 1 , . . . , λ k , treating the space P kn as a tensor product V k • ⊗n of gl k -modules, and as a tensor product V n • ⊗k of gl n -modules. We will write F ≃ G if the operators F and G act on the P kn -valued functions in the same way.
Lemma 5.7. We have
The proof is straightforward.
. Theorem 5.8. For any i = 1, . . . , n and a = 1, . . . , k we have
Proof. Equalities (5.8) and (5.9) for differential operators are verified in a straightforward way. Equalities (5.10) for difference operators follow from Theorem 5.9, and formulae (3.1) and (4.5).
Remark. The first of equalities (5.8) at λ = 0 (respectively, the second one at z = 0 ) has been discovered in [TL] .
Theorem 5.9. For any a, b = 1, . . . , k , a = b , and any i, j = 1, . . . , n , i = j , we have
Remark. Cf. the observation made after Theorem 6.6 in [FV] .
Proof of Theorem 5.9. The Lie algebras gl k and gl n appear in our consideration on equal footing. So, it suffices to prove only the first formula in (5.11). Moreover, since both the action of B k ab (t) C k ab (t) on P kn and that of R n ab (t) involves only the variables x a1 , . . . , x an , x b1 , . . . , x bn , it is enough to prove the claim for k = 2 .
Let λ = (l 1 , . . . , l n ) . Set |λ| = l 1 + . . . + l n . Consider the decomposition of the
into a direct sum of irreducibles:
Here W 0 , W 1 , . . . are multiplicity spaces. The summands V Since the R-matrix R n (u) is gl n -invariant, see (4.1), it acts as a scalar on each summand of the decomposition (5.14). The eigenvalues of R n (t) can be found from (4.2), see [KRS] , [KR] : 
